COOLING TOWER CLEANING SOLUTIONS
OPTIMIZE
YOUR TOWER
HYGIENE,
YOUR HEALTH
IS IMPORTANT

BioSpray® Tower

BioSpray Tower offers powerful
sanitizing and disinfecting properties
for use across various applications.
This includes general surfaces, food
contact surfaces, industrial surfaces,
and more and has been approved by
the EPA for use against SARS-CoV-2,
the virus that causes COVID-19. For
HVAC use, including cooling towers,
BioSpray Tower is used as a preventive
maintenance sanitizer designed for
application to all the areas outside of
the bulk water flow. Drift (small water droplets) from a contaminated
cooling tower can carry Legionella and other harmful bacteria as far
as 2 miles from your facility. That bacteria can then enter the lungs
infecting unsuspecting innocent people. Unlike bulk water treatment,
which only impacts water in contact with surfaces, BioSpray Tower
works on hard surfaces to quickly kill 99.9% of Legionella. Apply
liberally to exposed surfaces of towers, inside and out. BioSpray Tower
will improve the overall health of the cooling so technicians can safely
perform preventive maintenance. BioSpray Tower is a non-hazardous,
non-regulated preventive maintenance sanitizer.

BIOSPRAY-TOWER:

5 Gallon container

Call for Price

FOAM-CLEARTM

Defoaming solution is a super concentrated
defoaming chemical designed to instantly remove
foam from industrial applications like descaling,
coil cleaning and more.
In certain situations, excessive foam can cause
annoyance or possible damage. FOAM-CLEAR
reacts instantly, reducing foam and keeping it
from forming again.

FOAM-CLEAR-01:

ScaleBreak®-Gel

Goodway’s ScaleBreak®-Gel is a patented,
innovative viscous gel formulated for
descaling vertical surfaces like cooling
tower fill.
When used in conjunction with Goodway’s
TFC-200 system, ScaleBreak-Gel adheres
to vertical surfaces allowing its powerful
descaling properties to penetrate and
dissolve water formed deposits into a
liquid suspension for easy removal.
ScaleBreak-Gel is a completely water
soluble product and is perfect for
descaling cooling tower fill, tank walls or any other vertical surface.

SCLBRK-GEL-05: ScaleBreak-Gel is a acidic product, formulated to
adhere to and descale mineral deposits from cooling tower fill or
other vertical surfaces.
Call for Price

TOWERSHINE™:

TowerShine™ is a
biodegradable, expanding
foam detergent specifically
formulated for use with the TFC200 TowerWash.

TOWERSHINE™-5:

Cooling Tower Fill Cleaning
Solution, 5 gallon buckets

Call for Price

Call for Price

Note: See goodway.com
for information on the
TFC-200.
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